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ABSTRACT

The structure of near-tropopause potential vorticity (PV) acts as a primary control on the evolution of

extratropical cyclones. Diabatic processes such as the latent heating found in ascending moist warm conveyor

belts modify PV. A dipole in diabatically generated PV (hereafter diabatic PV) straddling the extratropical

tropopause, with the positive pole above the negative pole, was diagnosed in a recently published analysis of

a simulated extratropical cyclone. This PV dipole has the potential to significantly modify the propagation of

Rossby waves and the growth of baroclinically unstable waves. This previous analysis was based on a single

case study simulated with 12-km horizontal grid spacing and parameterized convection. Here the dipole

is investigated in three additional cold-season extratropical cyclones simulated in both convection-

parameterizing and convection-permitting model configurations. A diabatic PV dipole across the extra-

tropical tropopause is diagnosed in all three cases. The amplitude of the dipole saturates approximately 36 h

from the time diabatic PV is accumulated. The node elevation of the dipole varies between 2 and 4 PVU

(1 PVU 5 106 K kg21 m2 s21) in the three cases, and the amplitude of the system-averaged dipole varies

between 0.2 and 0.4 PVU. The amplitude of the negative pole is similar in the convection-parameterizing and

convection-permitting simulations. The positive pole, which is generated by longwave radiative cooling, is

weak in the convection-permitting simulations due to the small domain size, which limits the accumulation of

diabatic tendencies within the interior of the domain. The possible correspondence between the diabatic PV

dipole and the extratropical tropopause inversion layer is discussed.

1. Introduction

Heating and cooling due to diabatic processes result in

changes to stratification and generation of flow anoma-

lies through dynamic adjustment toward balance. Such

changes are manifest as modifications to the potential

vorticity (PV). The consequences of diabatic modification

of PV (hereafter diabatic PV) in extratropical cyclones

have been investigated in numerous contexts, including

rapid cyclogenesis (e.g., Kuo et al. 1991; Stoelinga 1996;

Wernli and Davies 1997), diabatic Rossby waves (e.g.,

Parker and Thorpe 1995; Moore and Montgomery 2004;

Moore et al. 2013), and forecast error growth (e.g.,

Brennan et al. 2008; Davies and Didone 2013).

In the absence of frictional and diabatic processes, PV

is materially conserved. Therefore, PV provides a con-

venient means to characterize the large-scale structure

of the atmosphere and its evolution in mid- and high

latitudes where the planetary vorticity is nonnegligible.

Climatologically, PV increases with height on average,

and the gradient of PV increases abruptly at about the

height of the thermal tropopause with the increased

stratification above acting as a transport barrier. As

such, the tropopause elevation is often approximated as

the elevation of a surface of constant PV [typically in the
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range 1.5–4PVU (1PVU 5 106Kkg21m2 s21)]. The is-

entropic gradient of PV at the level of the tropopause

provides a waveguide for propagating Rossby waves.

Dry baroclinic instability involves the interaction of

these waves near the tropopause with counterpropagating

waves in the lower troposphere (Heifetz et al. 2004). In

moist baroclinic instability, diabatic heating introduces

additional PV components (e.g., at the top and bottom of

a heated layer), which may interact with the dry Rossby

wave components via the induced velocities. De Vries

et al. (2010) showed that this interaction results in a larger-

amplitude upper-level PV wave and a larger growth rate

of the baroclinic wave. Given the uncertain nature of the

parameterized processes that supply diabatic heating and

cooling in numerical weather prediction models, it is of

critical importance to determine the mechanisms by

which these diabatic uncertainties influence the PV and

development of extratropical cyclones.

Chagnon et al. (2013, hereafter CGM13) diagnosed

a dipole pattern of diabatic PV straddling the tropo-

pause in global and mesoscale model simulations of

a North Atlantic cyclone using a PV tracer method.

CGM13 demonstrated that

(i) the diabatic PV was near zero on average where the

background PV was approximately 2PVU, and

(ii) the diabatic PV was positive above and negative

beneath the 2-PVU surface.

These two results, respectively, imply that

(i) diabatic PV did not directly lead to a change in

tropopause elevation, and

(ii) the diabatic PV was in phase with the PV of the

environment.

These conclusions in turn suggest that diabatic processes

may influence moist baroclinic instability through the

coupling of a diabatic PV wave to the Rossby wave near

the tropopause, as described in De Vries et al. (2010).

CGM13 (their section 5.1) describe this coupling mecha-

nism and its relevance to the PV dipole inmore detail. The

analysis of CGM13 was based on a single case study sim-

ulatedwith theMetOfficeUnifiedModel (MetUM) run at

a resolution that necessitated the use of a convection pa-

rameterization scheme. Done et al. (2006) demonstrated

that the structure of PV in simulations of mesoscale con-

vective systems is sensitive to whether convection is ex-

plicit or parameterized suggesting that the diabatic PV

dipole found in CGM13 might be similarly sensitive.

The aim of this study is to examine the diabatic PV

near the tropopause in three additional cases simulated

at both convection-parameterizing and convection-

permitting resolution. The questions addressed by the

analysis of additional cases are the following:

(i) Is the dipole in PV straddling the tropopause

a feature common to other extratropical cyclones?

(ii) Do the characteristics of the dipole depend on the

horizontal grid spacing and the related changes in

convection parameterization?

(iii) What are the time and spatial scales that character-

ize the production and maintenance of the dipole?

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the methods of analysis, including the configura-

tions of the model runs and the PV tracer method.

The basic characteristics of the three cases are also de-

scribed in section 2. Section 3 examines the structure of the

dipole in diabatic PV across the tropopause in all three

cases simulated at convection-permitting and convection-

parameterizing resolution. Section 4 provides a summary of

results and a discussion of their implications.

2. Method

The analysis of diabatic PV across the extratropical

tropopause is performed in numerical simulations of three

extratropical cyclones in theNorthAtlantic. Simulations of

each case were performed using the MetUM, version 7.3,

the details of which are provided below along with a de-

scription of the PV tracer diagnostic. A more detailed de-

scription of the PV tracer method is provided in CGM13.

a. MetUM and PV tracers

The MetUM is a numerical weather prediction system

utilized for weather and climate forecasting by the Met

Office. It consists of a dynamical core that approximates

solutions to the nonhydrostatic and fully compressible

equations ofmotion on a sphere using a semi-implicit semi-

Lagrangian technique, along with a suite of parameteriza-

tion schemes to represent subgridscale processes. The

model uses an Arakawa C grid in the horizontal with

Charney–Phillips staggering in the vertical. The MetUM

utilizes a height-based terrain-following vertical coordi-

nate. Davies et al. (2005) provide a comprehensive sum-

mary of the model’s design. The parameterization schemes

include the mass-flux convection scheme of Gregory and

Rowntree (1990), the MOSES-II boundary layer scheme

(Lock et al. 2000), the Edwards and Slingo (1996) radiation

scheme, and the cloud microphysics scheme of Wilson and

Ballard (1999). The schemes used in this study are config-

ured in the same way as the operational MetUM, version

7.3, which was used by the Met Office.

Table 1 summarizes the design of the simulations.

Each of the three cases investigated in this study is sim-

ulated with the MetUM in three different configurations

having horizontal grid spacings of 12, 4, and 1km. These

simulations are hereafter referred to as the 12-, 4-, and

1-km runs, respectively. The 12- and 4-km runs are
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performed for 48h, and the 1-km runs are performed for

24h. The 12- and 4-km runs are performed with the

convection scheme enabled; the 1-km run is performed

with the convection scheme turned off. In the 4-km runs,

the convection scheme is modified such that the CAPE

closure time scale is specified as an increasing function of

CAPE, which ensures that the scheme is most efficient at

removing instability near the grid scale (Roberts 2003).

The 12-km runs utilize 38 nonconstantly spaced vertical

levels between the lower boundary and the model top

located at 39-km elevation. The 4- and 1-km runs utilize

76 nonconstantly spaced levels over the same depth. The

designs of the grid domains for each run are discussed

in section 2b. The high-resolution domains used here are

not the same as those that have been used operationally

by the Met Office; they have been tailored to encompass

the downstream side of the upper-level trough where the

broadest regions of cloud, precipitation, and latent heat-

ing are located. Initial conditions for the 12-km runs are

provided by an operational analysis from the Met Office

at the same resolution, and lateral boundary conditions

are provided by an operational run from the global

MetUMwith;40-km resolution and 38 levels. The 4- and

1-km runs receive lateral boundary conditions from the

12- and 4-km runs, respectively, via one-way nesting.

Diagnosis of accumulated PV sources is performed

using a PV tracer diagnostic, as described in detail in

CGM13. The method is similar to that used in Stoelinga

(1996).While CGM13 partitioned the diabatic PV in the

model among contributions from various parameterized

processes, the analysis in this investigation is restricted to

only two PV fields. The first is the total PV, calculated

from the full wind, density, and potential temperature

fields at each time step. The second is an advection-only

PV tracer, referred to as the conservative PV. This field is

calculated using a passive tracer in the MetUM that is

initialized with the full PV field at the beginning of the

model run and is subsequently advected without addi-

tional sources by the model’s advection scheme. The

conservative PV tracer represents the structure of the PV

that would result if no diabatic processes were directly

modifying the PV; however, the conservative tracer is still

influenced indirectly by diabatic processes that modify the

wind field used to advect the tracer. The difference be-

tween the full PV and conservative PV tracer represents

the net accumulated effect of diabatic tendencies on the

PV. This difference field will be referred to as the ‘‘net

diabatic PV.’’ The PV tracers are subject to implicit dif-

fusion associated with the model’s semi-Lagrangian ad-

vection scheme. As reported in CGM13, the numerical

diffusion introduces amplitude errors of approximately

25% after 5 days of integration time. Errors of similar size

can be attributed to inconsistencies in the manner by

which conserved PV advection increments are calculated

(L. Saffin 2014, personal communication). The conserved

(adiabatic) advection increments can be calculated by ei-

ther advecting a passive PV tracer (as is done in this study)

or by computing the adiabatically advected increments in

velocity, potential temperature, and density separately in

order to construct an advection-only PV increment. For

the 48-h simulations presented in this study, the tracer

method is reliable despite these uncertainties because of

numerical diffusion and tracer advection.

For the lateral boundary conditions, the conservative

tracer is set to the value of the full PV and the diabatic

PV is set to zero, thus restricting the accumulation of net

diabatic PV to the interior of the tracer domain. To

enable a comparison between runs performed at differ-

ent resolutions, three tracer domains are defined: large,

medium, and small corresponding to the domains of the

12-, 4-, and 1-km runs, respectively. The 12-km runs are

each performed three times with tracer accumulated in

the large, medium, and small tracer domains (i.e., for the

medium and small tracer domain runs the diabatic PV is

set to zero on the boundary and only accumulated within

the required subdomain of the domain over which the

model is integrated). The 4-km runs are each performed

twice with tracer accumulated in the medium and small

tracer domains. The 1-km runs are performed only once

with the tracer accumulated in the small tracer domain.

b. Overview of case studies

The three cases chosen for analysis occurred on 23

September 2011 (case I), 29 November 2011 (case II),

and 24 November 2009 (case III). The three cases were

selected based on the presence of an amplifying upper-level

wave pattern and a well-defined warm conveyor belt

(WCB) cloud band. Each case corresponded to an in-

tensive observing periods (IOPs) 3 and 5 of the Diabatic

Influences onMesoscale Structures inExtratropical Storms

(DIAMET) project field campaign and IOP3 of the

THORPEX North Atlantic Waveguide and Downstream

TABLE 1. Summary of MetUM experiments.

Run name Vertical levels Convection scheme Dynamics domain Tracer domain(s)

12 km 38 On Large Large, medium, small

4 km 38 Modified Medium Medium, small

1 km 76 Off Small Small
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Experiment (T-NAWDEX) pilot field campaign, re-

spectively; the authors were investigators in both of these

projects. Each of these cases has been the subject of in-

vestigation beyond thatwhich is presented in this paper: for

T-NAWDEX IOP3 see Martinez-Alvarado et al. (2014)

and for IOP 5 see CGM13. The initialization times for

the 12-km runs in cases I, II, and III are 0000 UTC 23

September 2011, 1200 UTC 28 November 2011, and

1200UTC 23November 2009, respectively. Figure 1 shows

visible satellite images of the primary cyclone in each of the

three cases. A broad north–south- or southwest–northeast-

oriented cloud band is evident in each case, indicating the

presence of a WCB (Harrold 1973) that formed along the

cold front and on the downstream side of the upper-level

trough. The WCB is an ascending airstream located along

and above the backward-sloping cold frontal interface in

which large quantities of heat andmoisture are transported

from the boundary layer poleward and into the upper

troposphere. These features are typical of extratropical

cyclones in the North Atlantic.

Figure 2 presents the full PV in each of the three

cases after 24 h of integration time in the 12-km

runs (with tracer integrated over the large domain)

on a model level that intersects the tropopause in

the midlatitudes at 9.7-km elevation. Each case is

characterized by a large amplitude upper-level wave at

this analysis time and the three cases are qualitatively

similar with respect to structure and evolution of the

large-scale trough and ridge pattern in the upper tropo-

sphere. The 12-km domains are identical for cases I and

II, but this domain is slightly larger for case III [the larger

domain was used to facilitate an intermodel comparison

of a warm conveyor belt as reported in Martinez-

Alvarado et al. (2014)]. The subdomains are positioned

along the downstream edge of the upper-level trough—

a region that captures the WCB where large amounts of

precipitation, diabatic heating, and diabatic PV tendencies

are found. Computational constraints limited the size of

the domains used for the 4- and 1-km runs. For case I

a larger 4-km domain was utilized. The presentation of

results for the higher-resolution runs will focus on case

I; however, the 4- and 1-km runs for cases II and III are

qualitatively similar.

3. Comparison of the PV dipole across the
tropopause

In this section, the net diabatic PV near the tropo-

pause is compared in each of the three cases and in each

of the three model configurations.

FIG. 1. Meteosat visible channel satellite images over the North Atlantic and western Eu-

rope, valid at (a) 1200 UTC 23 Sep 2011 (case I), (b) 1200 UTC 29 Nov 2011 (case II), and

(c) 1100 UTC 24 Nov 2009 (case III). Images provided courtesy of EUMETSAT.
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The net diabatic PV after 36 h of integration time in

the 12-km runs (with large tracer domain) is plotted in

Fig. 3 for each of the three cases. The vertical sections

chosen for presentation cross the core of the upper-level

trough and ridge. In each case, the large-scale structure

of the tropopause in the section is similar (i.e., the tro-

popause is lowered in the core of the trough and extends

upward to 10–12-km elevation in the ridge). The pattern

FIG. 2. Potential vorticity in the 12-km runs on a model level corresponding to 9.68 km

above ground level, valid 24 h into each simulation, for (a) case I, (b) case II, and (c) case III.

The locations of the nested grid domains used in each case are indicated by the blue boxes

for the 4-km runs, and by the red boxes for the 1-km runs. The dashed lines indicate the

locations of the vertical cross sections shown in Fig. 3.
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of net diabatic PV relative to the tropopause is also very

similar in each case, and to that in CGM13; a broad re-

gion of negative diabatic PV is present beneath the

tropopause (particularly in the trough, e.g., between

2208 and 08 longitude; see the dashed circle in Fig. 3b for
location of this dipole) and a shallower but broad region

of positive diabatic PV is present above the tropopause.

In CGM13, it was demonstrated that this negative

diabatic PV resulted from contributions from the large-

scale cloud, convection, and boundary layer parame-

terization schemes whereas this positive diabatic PVwas

primarily contributed by themodel’s longwave radiation

scheme. Commensurate with its mechanism of genera-

tion, the negative diabatic PV beneath the tropopause is

noisier and is characterized by features having a smaller

length scale than the smoother pattern of positive dia-

batic PV above the tropopause. Although these quali-

tative features are common to all three cases, case II is

different from the other two cases in two respects; the

elevation of the tropopause in the ridge is lowest in case

II, and the depth of the PV dipole is shallowest in case II.

The shallower PV dipole in case II is also accompanied

by a sharper vertical gradient in humidity across the

tropopause in comparison to cases I and III and a sharp

increase in static stability above the tropopause (not

shown). These features suggest that a shallow tropo-

pause inversion layer was present in case II. The corre-

spondence between the PV dipole and the tropopause

inversion layer is discussed in section 4.

A comparison of the diabatic PV in the 12-, 4-, and

1-km runs is presented in Fig. 4 for case I after 15 h (a

shorter lead time is shown here than in Fig. 3 due to the

shorter run time of the 1-km runs). To enable a fair

comparison, the fields are shown in a vertical section

across the 1-km domain although the tracer is integrated

FIG. 3. Vertical cross sections of net accumulated diabatic PV

(colored filled contours) valid 36 h into each simulation in (a) case

I, (b) case II, and (c) case III. The 2-PVU contour of the full PV

field is depicted by the red line, and the 2-PVU contour of the

conservative PV tracer is depicted by the black line. The locations

of the cross sections are indicated in Fig. 2. The dashed circle in

(b) depicts the location of the dipole referred to in the text.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for (a) the 12-, (b) the 4-, and (c) the 1-km

runs 15 h into the simulation of case I. Tracer is integrated over the

large, medium, and small tracer domains, respectively. To enable

comparison, the range of longitudes is restricted to that of the small

tracer domain.
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over the full domains at each resolution (i.e., the large,

medium, and small tracer domains for the 12-, 4- and 1-km

runs, respectively). The qualitative agreement in net dia-

batic PV production between the three resolutions is good,

the most notable difference being that smaller-scale

structures are generated in the 1-km run (cf. Figs. 4a,b to

Fig. 4c). However, there exist quantitative differences in

the structure and amplitude of the negative portion of the

dipole (see Fig. 5c and the related discussion below). These

differences are likely to reflect differences in the repre-

sentation of parameterized processes that contribute to

latent heating in the three model configurations. In the

12- and 4-km runs, some diabatic PV structures are evi-

dent in the boundary layer near the western lateral

boundary that are not present in the 1-km run; this lower-

tropospheric dipole is advected into the cross section in

the coarser resolution runs with their larger domains. The

large amplitude negative diabatic PV beneath the trough

is simulated with a consistent structure and amplitude

across all three resolutions.

To quantify the comparison of diabatic PV, Fig. 5

presents the mean profiles of net diabatic PV as a func-

tion of the conservative PV. The conservative PV serves

as a vertical coordinate in which the tropopause is

located between 2 and 4PVU; values less than 2PVU in

the conservative PV correspond to elevations located in

the troposphere. The profiles in Fig. 5 were computed by

first sorting the conservative PV into bins of width

0.25PVU (starting at 0PVU), and then computing the

area-averaged net diabatic PV for all points within each

bin. The computation was restricted to points lying

within 2.5 km in height from the 2-PVU surface. The

depth of 2.5km was chosen to ensure that the average

includes the dipole across the tropopause, but excludes

any unrelated PV structures in the lower troposphere

(e.g., in the boundary layer or along frontal interfaces).

The sensitivity of the net diabatic PV profile was tested to

four different factors, each corresponding to one of the

panels in Fig. 5: time (Fig. 5a), size of the tracer in-

tegration domain (i.e., spatial scale) (Fig. 5b), grid reso-

lution (Fig. 5c), and case (Fig. 5d). To simplify the

presentation, Figs. 5a–c are restricted to case I, but the

conclusions drawn are valid in all three cases (not shown).

The evolution of the diabatic PV dipole across the

tropopause is demonstrated in Fig. 5a for the 12-km run

of case I with large tracer domain. The amplitude of the

dipole (defined as the larger of the magnitudes of

the positive and negative poles) increases with time as

FIG. 5. Profiles of the average near-tropopause diabatic PV as a function of the conservative PV. The sensitivity of

the dipole structure to four factors is demonstrated: (a) time evolution from 6 to 42 h in the 12-km run of case I;

(b) size of the tracer integration domain in the 12-km run of case I; (c) model grid resolution in case I; and (d) case for

the 12-km runs. The profiles in (b),(c), and (d) are valid after 36, 18, and 36 h of tracer integration time, respectively.
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the diabatic PVmaterial accumulates. The stratospheric

portion of the dipole increases in amplitude more slowly

than the tropospheric portion, reflecting the relative

importance of slower-acting processes (i.e., radiation) in

the generation of the positive portion of the dipole

above the tropopause. The amplitude of the dipole as-

ymptotes toward approximately 0.3 PVU on average in

the first 36 h of integration. After this time the amplitude

saturates, implying that additional processes (e.g., ver-

tical advection and diffusion) are compensating the di-

abatic PV tendencies to establish a near steady-state

dipole structure.

The dependence of the dipole on spatial scale is

demonstrated in Fig. 5b. Each curve is calculated from

a 12-km run of case I but with tracers integrated over the

large, medium, and small tracer domains, respectively

(see Fig. 2 for the domain specification). The primary

difference between the three curves is in the lower

stratosphere where the positive pole has a larger mag-

nitude for tracers integrated over larger domains. The

differences between the negative poles in the troposphere

are comparatively small. The processes responsible for

the generation of the negative pole are rapid and local,

whereas those responsible for the positive pole are slower

and act across a larger scale. CGM13 demonstrated

a similar result in which longwave radiation generated

positive net diabatic PV above the tropopause across

both the upper-level ridge and trough. Although the

cooling rates associated with longwave radiation are

weaker than the heating rates associated with latent

heating in the troposphere, the steady and continuous

action of radiation across the upper-level wave renders its

contribution to the net diabatic PV to be large at long

lead times (greater than a day).

The effect of grid resolution on the structure of the

dipole is demonstrated in Fig. 5c. The curves present the

dipole generated in the 12-, 4-, and 1-km runs of case I all

using the small tracer domain. Directly beneath the

tropopause (i.e., between 1.5 and 2PVU) the amplitude

of the negative pole varies by approximately 25% be-

tween the run, although there is less agreement at lower

PV values in the troposphere. Because each of the

curves in Fig. 5c is calculated over the small tracer do-

main, none of them demonstrate a large positive signal

above the tropopause. As discussed above, the positive

pole is contributed primarily by longwave radiative

cooling acting slowly but continually across the full ex-

tent of the upper-level wave, and the small tracer do-

main is not large enough to enclose its production.

The variation in dipole structure across the three cases

is demonstrated in Fig. 5d using the 12-km runs with

large tracer domains. A dipole in net diabatic PV strad-

dling the tropopause is evident in all cases. However, the

amplitude of the dipole and the PV level at which the net

diabatic PV is zero varies between the cases. The positive

pole is farweaker in case II than in the other two cases.As

mentioned above, case II is also characterized by a tro-

popause that is lowest in elevation and a PV dipole that is

shallower than in the other two cases (see Fig. 3). In case

III, the node of the dipole is notably higher (4PVU) than

in cases I and II (2PVU).

4. Conclusions and discussion

CGM13 presented an analysis of diabatically gener-

ated PV sources in a simulated extratropical cyclone.

Their primary result was the identification of a dipole in

accumulated diabatic PV straddling the tropopause. The

dipole structure implied an increase in the vertical gra-

dient of PV across the tropopause, which has important

implications for the propagation of Rossby waves in the

upper troposphere. The purpose of the present study

was to investigate the dipole structure in three addi-

tional cases each simulated with three model resolutions

ranging from convection parameterizing to convection

permitting.

The dipole in diabatic PV across the tropopause has

been shown to emerge in all of the 12- and 4-km simu-

lations when the diabatic PV is averaged across the

upper-level synoptic-scale wave in the large andmedium

tracer domains. We, therefore, conclude that the dipole

is a common feature across the extratropical tropopause

in an extratropical cyclone in the North Atlantic. The

dipole is likely to be a feature common to extratropical

cyclones in other regions, but its amplitude and structure

may vary geographically due to variations in the mean

humidity gradient across the tropopause and the avail-

ability of moisture in the troposphere. In the 1-km

simulations and in the simulations performed in the

small tracer domain, only the negative pole was clearly

evident. It is hypothesized that the small domain size did

not permit accumulation of positive tendencies due to

longwave radiative cooling, which acted more slowly

and on a larger scale than the negative tendencies as-

sociated with latent heating in the troposphere. The

small domain size was nevertheless large enough to

encompass PV modification by latent heating in the

troposphere; the mean amplitude of the resulting neg-

ative diabatic PV varied by approximately 25%between

the 12-, 4-, and 1-km simulations directly beneath the

tropopause. The amplitude and the node of the dipole

were shown to vary between the cases: the amplitude

varied between 0.2 and 0.4PVU and the background PV

value of the node varied between 2 and 4PVU. This

range is consistent with the range of dynamical tropo-

pause PV values of 1.5–5PVU estimated by Kunz et al.
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(2011). Furthermore, Hoerling et al. (1991) determined

that the thermal tropopause is on average located near

3.5 PVU in the extratropics. We present two hypothe-

sized mechanisms causing the node of the dipole in di-

abatic PV to be close to the tropopause height: (i) the

vertical profile of longwave cooling is regulated by the

vertical profile of water vapor, which is in turn very

sharp at the level of the tropopause; and (ii) PVmaterial

modified in the troposphere encounters a transport

barrier at the level of the tropopause.

The scope of the present investigation was restricted

to demonstrating the structure and variation of the

simulated PV dipole between cases and model resolu-

tions. The investigation has not considered the detailed

mechanisms controlling the production and specific

characteristics of the dipole, such as its depth, ampli-

tude, and variation between cases. Given the role of

longwave radiative cooling in its generation, the char-

acteristics of the dipole are likely to be related to the

profile of water vapor across the tropopause layer. In

fact, the larger amplitude dipoles in the troughs com-

pared to in the ridges were accompanied by larger gra-

dients of moisture across the tropopause in the troughs

(not shown); furthermore, the shallow dipole diagnosed

in case II was accompanied by a sharper but shallower

humidity gradient than in either of the other cases.

Cavallo and Hakim (2012, 2013) demonstrated that

longwave radiative cooling across sharp humidity gra-

dients is responsible for the intensification of tropopause

polar vortices (TPVs). Although latent heating is more

abundant in extratropical cyclones, it is possible that

radiative cooling plays a similar role to that in TPVs.

The dipole structure may also be related to the tropo-

pause inversion layer (TIL) in the extratropics identified

by Birner et al. (2002) and Birner (2006). The TIL is

a climatological feature consisting of a sharp increase in

temperature above the cold point tropopause and

a corresponding increase in static stability. Randel et al.

(2007) proposed that the TIL is generated by a radiative

forcingmechanism associated with the vertical gradients

of ozone and water vapor across the tropopause. The

maximum in static stability in the TIL is located in the

region where the positive portion of the PV dipole forms

(not shown). Randel and Wu (2010) identified a similar

maximum in static stability in the polar summer tropo-

pause inversion layer. The diabatically generated PV

dipole diagnosed in this paper is likely to be controlled

by similar radiative mechanisms to those that are active

in both TPVs and in the TIL.

The tracer technique used in this study only permitted

diagnosis of accumulated diabatic PV sources from the

beginning of the model simulations; the net diabatic PV

was defined as zero at the time of initialization. This

property of the technique permitted an analysis of the

time scales associated with diabatic PV accumulation

and saturation. The dipole across the tropopause was

shown to accumulate slowly and achieve a steady state

after approximately 36 h. The positive pole in the lower

stratosphere, which is associated with longwave radia-

tive cooling, accumulated more slowly than the negative

pole in the troposphere, which is influenced by latent

heating in the troposphere. Because the tendencies in

PV remain continually active across the extratropical

tropopause, the saturation in dipole amplitude must be

a consequence of either vertical motion or dissipative

processes counteracting the tendencies. It is not known

to what extent these limiting processes and the associ-

ated 36-h saturation time are representative of real

physical processes or artificial numerically dissipative

processes. The semi-Lagrangian scheme that is used to

advect PV tracers introduces implicit diffusion. Com-

plicating the interpretation of the dipole saturation is

the fact that mixing of PV is not as straightforward as

mixing of a chemical tracer such as ozone. Haynes and

McIntyre (1990) demonstrated that PVmixing by small-

scale turbulence can even result in upgradient transport,

such as in the case of gravity wave breaking. Neverthe-

less, Danielsen (1990, and references therein) have ar-

gued that PV may be treated like a chemical tracer with

reasonable success to interpret the source and mixing of

air in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. As

a thought experiment, the time scale of saturation can be

used to infer an eddy diffusivity for PVmaterial near the

tropopause if we assume that transport of PV by ex-

plicitly resolved vertical velocity is small across the ex-

tratropical tropopause and that PV diffuses like

a chemical tracer (the limitations of which are noted

above). For simplicity, we assume a local balance be-

tween PV tendencies and second-order diffusion near

the tropopause:

›q

›t
1 k

›2q

›z2
5 0, (1)

where q5 f (z)a(t) is the diabatic PV that has vertical

structure f (z) and time dependence a(t), and k is the

eddy diffusivity.We assume that the vertical structure of

the diabatic PV is sinusoidal:

f (z)5 sin
�pz
d

�
. (2)

Taking the maximum of the dipole to be located 1 km

from the tropopause such that d5 1 km (e.g., see Fig. 2),

and the rate of PV accumulation by diabatic processes,

Dq/Dt, to be 0.5PVU in 24h, the implied eddy diffusivity

is given by
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k5
d2(Dq/Dt)

p2jqj 5
(1 km)

2 3 0:5PVU

p23 0:5 PVU3 24 h
’ 1m2 s21 . (3)

This value is consistent with the range of approximately

0.3–3m2 s21 estimated by Kurosaki et al. (1996) and

Narayana Rao et al. (2001). The above calculation ig-

nores the effect of advective transport. When averaged

across the upper-level wave over several days, the mean

vertical velocity in each of the three cases is small.

The dependence of diabatic PV structure on model

grid resolution was shown to be insignificant, even

though the highest-resolution simulations were per-

formed without a convection parameterization scheme.

Simulations performed with 1-km horizontal grid spac-

ing (and convection parameterization disabled) did

generate smaller-scale structures than simulations per-

formed with 12- and 4-km grid spacing. However, the

mean diabatic PV, averaged across the small tracer do-

main, was very similar in the runs. This result implies

that the synoptic-scale flow exerts the primary control

on the characteristics of net diabatic PV production

across the tropopause in extratropical cyclones and is

likely to be a consequence of (i) the dipole being the

product of the gradual accumulation of PV tendencies

over a broad region; (ii) the dominance of the radiative

cooling, which is relatively insensitive to resolution, in

the generation of the positive pole; and (iii) the net ascent

in the warm conveyor belt being controlled by the large-

scale dynamics of the extratropical cyclone. It is not clear

whether a similar result would apply in flows that dem-

onstrate upscale organization, such as mesoscale con-

vective systems or tropical cyclones. Done et al. (2006)

showed that the characteristics of system-integrated

convective available potential energy (CAPE) and pre-

cipitation as well as PVdo depend onwhether convection

is parameterized or explicitly resolved, but the mesoscale

convective systems analyzed were more convectively

unstable than the cases presented in this paper.

Finally, the characteristics of the dipole were not

uniform across the large domains in which the simula-

tions were performed. In case I, positive net diabatic PV

accumulated at the level of the tropopause (i.e., 1.5–

5PVU) within a subdomain confined to low latitudes

south of the primary jet (not shown). This positive dia-

batic PV was accompanied by mean ascent of 1–3 cm s21

across the tropopause layer. The dipole structure at these

lower latitudes was distinctly different from that in ex-

tratropical latitudes. Near the primary upper-level wave,

the mean ascent (not shown) in the tropopause layer was

considerably less (,0.5 cms21), and the node of the di-

pole straddled the tropopause. The properties of diabatic

PV across the extratropical tropopause that have been

discussed above, and in CGM13, must, therefore, not be

extended to subtropical regions until further investigation

is conducted.
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